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Electrophysiological pattern of dream experience
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Dreaming is a common human experience investigated
from multiple perspectives over the centuries. Recently,
this phenomenon has stimulated scientific interest,
becoming a peculiar context to study memory processes and
consciousness (1).
Since the 1960s it has been clear the possibility of
dreaming during all sleep stages, only changing the
instruction to collect dream reports (2). Along this
line, several studies investigated on the neurobiological
bases of dreaming, by mean of neuropsychological,
electrophysiological and functional neuroimaging measures.
It is necessary to underline that evidence coming from
neuroimaging studies are biased by the view that dreaming
is an epiphenomenon of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep
(3-5). The first (and shared) problem of all these studies
is the complexity of this object of research. In fact, it is
impossible access directly to dreaming and it is necessary
interrupt sleep to collect some information about the mental
sleep activity. For this reason, the electrophysiological
approach associated to the provoked awakenings represents
one of the most preferred method to study dreaming.
Clearly, the focus is no longer on dream itself, but on
relationship between specific electroencephalographic
(EEG) patterns during sleep and dream report upon the
awakening. Actually, this is a gold standard approach to
study (dream experience DE), and dream recall is the
unique viable phenomenon that we can get closer (6,7).
Siclari et al. (8) provided very interesting results on the
neural correlates of dreaming. In line with the previous
considerations, they confirmed that DE occurs both
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in REM and non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep,
performing separated analyses for awakenings upon these
different stages. From a methodological point of view,
it should be mentioned that they used a within-subjects
design and a serial awakenings paradigm during the night,
taking under control the intra-individual variability of
the EEG pattern. Their main results, consistent in all
their experiments, are that DE condition in REM and
NREM sleep showed a decrease in low-frequency power
(1–4 Hz) over parieto-occipital area, compared to nonexperience (NE). Also high-frequency activity (25–50 Hz)
was related to the DEs. In particular, DE compared to NE
was associated to an increase in high-frequencies over the
parieto-occipital area in NREM sleep and over the frontal
and temporal area in REM sleep (8). As a novel finding, the
study identified EEG patterns related to a peculiar kind of
dream report—the so-called white dream—corresponding to
dream experience without recall (DEWR). This condition
was characterized by low-frequency power like in a DE
condition, and no differences in the range of frequency 1–4
Hz were found between DE and DEWR during NREM
sleep. Differently, DEWR compared to NE during REM
sleep did not show significant differences. In other words,
DE only during NREM sleep is related to slow wave
activity (SWA), irrespective to the presence/absence of
contents. Instead, significant differences were found for
high-frequency EEG activity: DE showed higher highfrequency EEG activity than DEWR in the fronto-parietal
regions (8).
Taken together, these results provide evidence that
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dreaming from REM and NREM sleep is related to the
same mechanisms and to the same region. This could be
considered consistent with the “one-generator” model
of dreaming (9). In fact, according to this model, the
relationship between dream recall and cortical activation
is clearly present in all sleep stages. Convincing evidence
supporting this model comes from the research on
qualitative differences between REM and NREM dream
reports (10,11). In particular, it seems that qualitative
features become comparable if the reports are controlled
for length (e.g., word count) (10). Furthermore, some
studies reported that “dream-like” mental sleep activity
is detected also closer to awakening and to sleep onset,
in correspondence of higher cortical activity (2). More
directly, it should be noted that several studies suggested
the relationship between dream recall and cortical arousal
(12-14). Recently, it has been observed that also dream
recall collected by a nap protocol is associated to a lower
delta activity (0.5–4 Hz) over fronto-temporal and parietal
areas during NREM sleep (15).
In general, the pattern of results by Siclari et al. (8) is
highly consistent with a one of traditional interpretation
regarding neural bases of dream recall: dreaming is linked
to a higher cerebral activation as expressed by decreased
slow EEG frequencies and increased fast frequencies. In
this regard, the authors underlined that the non-recall of
sleep mentation upon awakening may be interpreted as
absence of consciousness, considering that slow-frequency
activity during sleep is associated with neuronal downstates and bistability (16), functionally related to a loss of
consciousness (17). However, even if dreaming has been
considered as a special context to study consciousness
(1,8,18), the notions of DE and consciousness should be
cautiously considered equivalent. It should be noted that
the assumption that dreaming is generated in the same stage
upon which subjects have been awakened is not empirically
grounded. We can collect only the dream report, hence we
have no way to disentangle whether the dream has actually
occurred during a specific period of sleep or not. In other
words, we can rule out that SWA may prevent the mental
activity at all or whether this kind of activity contributes
only to memory consolidation of dream content previously
generated. With reference on the issue of “real time
prediction” (i.e. the ability to predict the presence/absence
of DE on the basis of the EEG activity), Siclari et al. (8)
proposed that dream recall could be predicted on the basis
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of the pattern of activated/deactivated areas as consequence
of their experiments. In parts, they strengthen the view of
the so-called "brain-reading", previously demonstrated at
sleep onset (19).
A very interesting point is the correspondence found
between the network of cortical areas associated to DE (and
some specific features) during REM sleep and the cortical
networks involved in the same mental experience during the
wakefulness. For instance, Siclari et al. (8) found that highfrequency activity in the anterior regions (i.e., frontal areas)
is associated to thinking dimension of DE, while perceiving
dimension correlated with the posterior regions (i.e.,
parietal, occipital, and temporal areas). Furthermore, dream
reports including faces were related to increased highfrequency activity in a cortical region that extends along the
fusiform face area. Similarly, the dream reports containing
spatial settings were associated with increased highfrequency EEG activity in the right posterior cortex. Also
the dream reports containing sense of moving or speech are
related, respectively, to the right superior temporal sulcus
and the Wernicke’s area (8). Despite these areas are involved
in the same functions during wakefulness suggesting the
“continuity” between the two states of consciousness, the
results obtained by Siclari et al. (8) do not address to the
question whether these mechanisms are strictly related
to the dream generation per se or whether they are an
expression of memory consolidation processes, which are
necessary to dream recall.
In this regard, some empirical evidence showed a
pivotal role of theta (5–7 Hz) and alpha (8–12 H) bands
in dream recall, suggesting that mental sleep activity
may be processed as any other declarative mnestic trace
(20-22). Bearing in mind the role played by the theta
and alpha rhythms in the episodic memory formation
and retrieval (23), it has been hypothesized a continuity
between the brain mechanisms that modulate episodic
memory processes across sleep and wakefulness (21). This
is also in line with a psychological perspective, which states
that qualitative and quantitative aspects of mental sleep
activity are affected by waking-life experiences and feelings
(24,25). It has been demonstrated that the frontal theta
activity during REM sleep before the awakening predicts a
successful recall (21). This pattern was also confirmed by a
within-subjects protocol, which found that the frontal theta
oscillations in the last segment of REM sleep predict the
DR (24). Moreover, several investigations found that
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the alpha EEG activity is involved in the retrieval
of sleep mentation. Esposito et al. (20) and Marzano
et al. (21) showed that a reduced temporo-parietal alpha
during NREM sleep is related to a subsequent DR.
All these findings support the idea that the encoding
of dream contents during sleep should share some
electrophysiological mechanisms with the successful
encoding of episodic information during wakefulness.
However, it should be mentioned that Siclari et al., (8)
recorded EEG during sleep across the 0–50 Hz frequency
range, by restricting their analyses only to two specific
frequency ranges, slow (0–4 Hz) and fast (20/25–50 Hz).
Definitely, this complex study represents a crucial upgrade
for the present landscape of dream research. However,
this choice did not allow to assess the contribution of
intermediate EEG frequencies on DE.
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